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such a problem is to try a regression, which is easy if it
happens that those particular data belongs to a linear
stationary, process (which is not granted nor probable
at all), or would also be fair if one would guess the
correct nonlinear kernel embedded in the data and the
deviation from stationary behavior along its time
course, which is not so easy too, especially in quite
often practical case of multi-dimensional data produced by a hybrid dynamic and logical process.
On the other side, when data are collected via a
complex multivariable sampling, like for micro-arrays
in genomics, a pre-processing is also needed in order to
select the really salient variables to be included in the
identiﬁcation: the use of minimum description length
(MDL) principle3 may help in providing an answer to
such a quest. When inference of only logical static
relationship among salient variables is of interest,
Adaptive Bayesian Networks (ABN) may be then
jointly applied with MDL as illustrated in Bosin et al.5;
alternatively, the Logical Networks (LN) proposed in
Muselli and Liberati13 may be directly used.
When proper salient variables are selected, either by
means of the recalled techniques, of via prior knowledge on the investigated process, the Piece-Wise Aﬃne
(PWA) approach proposed in Ferrari-Trecate et al.,8
and brieﬂy recalled in its core aspects in the following, is
a possible easy solution to perform the identiﬁcation of
a dynamic model from data, as it will be discussed in
this paper, especially in the study of the human pathophysiology, with reference to a few paradigmatic
examples. Such a general approach is quite a powerful
tool in order to identify from data not only the switches
and the approximated linear dynamics between them in
case of intrinsically hybrid dynamic-logic processes,
like the one described in this paper, but, not surprisingly, also piece-wise linear approximations (and even
hysteretic behavior), as it will also be discussed in a few
examples, where other approaches will be recalled in
order to easy comparison.

Abstract—Modeling switching processes for control purpose
takes advantage from the Piece-Wise Afﬁne identiﬁcation of
hybrid dynamical systems brieﬂy recalled in this paper. A
couple of applications are addressed, namely to discriminate
hormone pulses from background noise, in a physiologically
switching process, and to identify sleep apneas, as pathological switching among healthy and potentially risky states.
Other potential applications are proposed.
Keywords—Neuroendocrine pulsatility, Sleep apneas, Identiﬁcation, Inference, Pattern recognition, Clustering, K-means.

INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear and/or not stationary processes are in
everyday life, especially when dealing with ourselves
(like in patho-physiology), with surrounding, with
manufacturing: strictly speaking, every real process is
almost surely not linear and not stationary, indeed!
The traditional easy way to understand their dynamics
is, when possible, to compute an approximate process
that would be linear around the working equilibrium
point, stationary in its surrounding, and almost
equivalent to the real one in the range of values of
interest. At the price of such quantiﬁable error, one
would gain the possibility do deal with better known
linear systems, whose even robust control is at hand
via many procedure well described in literature.
In several cases, nonetheless, the dynamics of the
process embedded in the black box producing the
measured data is almost not at all known in its physical
or chemical aspects. Modeling is then not anymore a
matter of writing the correct diﬀerential equations,
even in terms of partial derivatives, but to infer a
model directly from the data. A typical approach to
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A couple of applications are discussed in the study
of the human patho-physiology, namely: identifying
pituitary hormone pulses in background noise from
sampled time course of blood concentration; detecting
apneas from ECG monitoring. Other promising
directions of investigation are also addressed.

IDENTIFICATION OF PIECE-WISE AFFINE
SYSTEMS THROUGH A CLUSTERING
TECHNIQUE
The dynamics of a multivariable systems may be
described in a general way as a set of s Piece-Wise
linear AutoRegressive with eXogenous input (PWARX)
models:
h0 ½x0 ðkÞ 10
yðkÞ ¼ ...
h0s ½x0 ðkÞ

0

1

if

xðkÞ 2 X1
ð1Þ

if

xðkÞ 2 Xs

each one describing (in its speciﬁc region of validity Xi,
i = 1:s) the present (k) sample of one selected variable y
in terms the past of all the measured variables
x(k) = [y(k  1)…y(k  na) u¢(k  1)…u¢(k  nb)]¢,
via the corresponding set of parameters hi = [ai,1…ai,na
bi,1…bi,nb fi]¢ whose joint identiﬁcation together with the
polyhedral partition X1:Xs of the polytope X is the goal
of the approach proposed by Ferrari-Trecate et al.8
Piece-wise aﬃne identiﬁcation exploits K-means17
clustering, thus associating data points in multivariable
space in such a way to jointly determine a sequence of
linear sub-models in the above form and their respective regions Xi of operation without even imposing
continuity at each change in the derivative, and thus
allowing to identify hybrid dynamic-logical processes.
In order to obtain such a result, the ﬁve following steps
are executed.

FIGURE 1. Examples of pure (C1) and mixed (C2) data sets
from a simple example whose data are extracted form a simulated noisy process switching among different linear
behaviors.

 Step 1: The proposed model is locally linear,
thus small sets of data points close to each other
likely belong to the same sub-model. Then, for
each data point, a local set is built, collecting
the selected point together with a given number
of its neighbors (whose cardinality is one of the
parameters of the algorithm). Each local set will
be pure (like C1 in the simple really piece-wise
linear simulated example illustrated in Fig. 1) if
made of points really belonging to the same
single linear subsystem; otherwise, it is mixed,
like C2.
 Step 2: For each local dataset, a linear model is
identiﬁed through usual least squares procedure. Pure sets belonging to the same submodel give similar parameter sets, while mixed
sets yield isolated vectors of coefﬁcients,

FIGURE 2. Clustering, in the space of the parameters
defined in Eq. (1), of the sets identified for each of the data in
Fig. 1.

appearing as outliers in the space of the identiﬁed parameters shown in Fig. 2. If the signal
to noise ratio is strong enough, and if there are
not too many mixed sets (i.e., the number of
data points is enough more than the number of
sub-models to be identiﬁed, and the sampling is
fair in every region), then the vectors will cluster
in the parameter space around the values pertaining to each sub-model, apart from a few
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FIGURE 3. Classification of each data point of the example
in Fig. 1: the estimated sub-model for each identified region is
plotted.

outliers, as shown in Fig. 2 for the example in
Fig. 1.
 Step 3: A modiﬁed version of the classical
K-means, whose convergence is guaranteed in a
ﬁnite number of steps,8 takes into account the
conﬁdence on both pure and mixed local sets in
order to cluster the parameter vectors.
 Step 4: Data points are then classiﬁed, each
being a local dataset one-to-one related to its
generating data point, which is thus classiﬁed
according to the cluster to which its parameter
vector belongs, as shown in Fig. 3 for the same
example discussed in Figs. 1 and 2, where each
sample has now a symbol according to his
belonging.
 Step 5: Both the linear sub-models and their
regions are estimated from the data in each
subset, as also shown in Fig. 3. The coefﬁcients
are estimated via weighted least squares, taking
into account the conﬁdence measures. The
shape of the polyhedral region characterizing
the domain of each model may be obtained via
linear support vector machines,18 easily solved
via linear/quadratic programming.

PWA IDENTIFICATION
OF PATHO-PHYSIOLOGICAL SWITCHES
Some physiological processes are (naturally or
intentionally) switching from an active to quiescent
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state. Such switches are considered and searched for
via PWA approach in the following examples.
An example of physiological switching are hormone
pulses in neuro-endocrinology, whose identiﬁcation16
is for instance important in growth and fertility diseases, as well as in doping assessment. As a ﬁrst
approximation of the secretion process, the involved
gland switches from a quiescent status to a secretion
status, which is in turn often approximated as a pulse.
The smooth course of the secreted hormone measurable in the blood is thus the convolution of such
asynchronous secreted pulses with the known hormone
clearance. If one thus needs to reconstruct the ﬁring
pulsating time pattern of the secreting gland, often not
directly measurable because of both accessibility
problems (pituitary) and small amount of secretion at
each pulse (leading to a great amount of false detection
because of measurement errors), PWA provides an
alternative easy approach, depicted in Fig. 4, with
respect to the de-convolution recalled by DeNicolao
et al.6 and described in the literature cited there, in
order to face the ill posed inverse problem to identify
the originating neuro-endocrine secretion. In the upper
panel of Fig. 4, the time course of a representative
hormone blood concentration is depicted. Because of
both blood (multi)-exponential clearance in time and
concentration measurement errors, the originally pulsatile pituitary secretion is hardly detectable in the
sampled series, while it would be useful to know pulse
secretion events in order to assess the pituitary
behavior with respect to the considered hormonal axis.
Feeding the samples of such time course to the PWA
identiﬁcation tool, one identiﬁes the belonging of each
sampled point and its surroundings to either one
among two possible sub-models, depicted in the lower
panel at different ordinate for each point. The submodel to which samples in the lower status in lower
panel in Fig. 4 belong corresponds to the quiescent
status of the gland, while the points in the upper status
belong to pulses. Thus, lower panel reports the classiﬁcation in the two behaviors obtained by the PWA
application to the upper panel data, whose time course
does estimate the subsequent switching among secretion and silence, thus ﬁltering the noisy acquired data
in order to recover the estimated secretion, whose
computation is a known ill-posed problem, because of
the inverse computation that a more traditional modeling approach would imply.
A diﬀerent application, where switches are among a
physiological and a possibly pathological state, is
reported in Fig. 5, depicting the course of voluntary
apneas alternated with regular breath in order to
simulate possibly dangerous not voluntary apneas
while sleeping, whose proper detection could trigger
life support devices improving the quality of the sleep.
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FIGURE 4. Time course of blood hormone concentration (upper panel) and PWA identification of originating pulses (upper state 2
in lower panel, where 1 is the quiescent state).

FIGURE 5. PWA apnea detector: the interval between each pair of subsequent heart beats is depicted in the upper plot over time,
while the lower panel plots the results of the sliding window PWA identification (positive bars identify apnea detected intervals).

The identiﬁed variable in this approach is indeed the
variation in inter-beat duration, whose dynamics is
depicted in the upper panel, while in the lower panel

the two identiﬁed states via PWA approach are plotted. The quite correct PWA capturing of apnea events
induced by breath holding, roughly corresponding to
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increasing inter-beat duration, is shown for a representative subject. Such a PWA tool may be used as
apnea detector, feeding back to a controller that
automatically supply more oxygen in a control closed
loop, or at least awakes the subject in danger. By
analyzing the same inter-beat variability with the help
of PWA identiﬁcation in other frameworks, a psychological stress indicator may be for instance inferred,
complementing,15 and used for bio-feedback.

DISCUSSION
Through the proposed approach, thus, the probably
most fascinating human organ, namely the brain, may
be at least indirectly addressed, whose study may also
be undertaken today in the sophisticated frame of
functional nuclear magnetic imaging2 besides the simpler but still informative traditional way of EEG
recording.11 Multidimensional (three space variables
plus time) images or multivariate time series provide a
lot of raw data to be mined in order to understand
which kind of activation is produced in correspondence with an event or a decision, which is indeed an
intentional switch prone to be captured by PWA
identiﬁcation. Such multivariate analysis, possibly
taking into account also the input stimulation, is useful
in approaching not easy neurological tasks like modeling electro encephalographic coherence in Alzheimer’s disease patients,12 as well as nonlinear effects in
muscle contraction,14 could be complemented by piecewise linear identiﬁcation, even in time-varying contexts
like epilepsy, thus leading to a possible implantable
control device.
A brain-computer interfacing device may then be
built that is able to reproduce one’s intention to perform a move, not directly possible for the subject in
some impaired physical conditions, and thus directly
command a proper actuator. Cascading piece-wise
aﬃne identiﬁcation to one of the recalled techniques
able to prune redundant variables could improve the
only partially successful approach based on artiﬁcial
neural networks.1 A simple drowsiness detector based
on the EEG may be designed, similar to the apnea
detector previously addressed, as well as a ﬂexible
anesthesia/hypotension level, or sleep apnea, detector,
without needing a time-varying more precise, but more
costly, identiﬁcation.
A growing ﬁeld of international relevance, in which
the hybrid systems approaches are eager to provide a
contribution, is the so-called ﬁeld of systems biology—
a feedback model of how proteins interact with each
other and with nucleic acids within the cell—which is
needed to better understand the control mechanisms of
the cellular cycle, especially with respect to duplication
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(and, thus, cancer, when such mechanisms become out
of control). Such understanding hopefully would drive
to personal therapy, when everybody’s gene expression
will be correlated to the amount of corresponding proteins involved in the cellular cycle. Moreover, a new
computational paradigm could arise by exploiting biological components like cells instead of the usual silicon
hardware, thus overcoming some technological issues
and possibly facilitating neuro-informatics. The study of
systems biology, as a frontier edge of the larger ﬁeld of
bioinformatics, do also start from analyzing data from
so-called micro-arrays. They are little standard chips,
where thousands of gene expressions may be obtained
from the same cell material in a while, thus providing a
huge amount of data whose handling with the usual
deterministic approaches is not conceivable, fault to
obtain not signiﬁcant synthetic information. Thus,
matrices of as many subjects as available, possibly
grouped in homogeneous categories for supervised
training, each one carrying its luggage of thousands of
gene expressions, are the natural input to approaches
based on either Logical Networks13 or Adaptive
Bayesian Networks.5 A desired output is to extract rules
classifying; for instance, patients affected by different
tumors, like in Garatti et al.,9 and identifying their
prognostic factors,7 on the basis of a few identiﬁed
genes, whose set is the candidate basis for the piece-wise
linear model describing their complex interaction in
such a particular class of subjects.10
The recalled approaches do constitute an easy way
to face even complex identiﬁcation problems from
data, whose solution may contribute to understand
and design control strategy, as also exempliﬁed within
the paper.
Industrial applications, of course, are not excluded
from the ﬁeld of possible interests. In Ferrari-Trecate
et al.,8 for instance, the classiﬁcation and identiﬁcation
of the hysteretic dynamics of an industrial transformer
for control purpose are performed via the piece-wise
approach, with a much simpler cost, not really paid in
signiﬁcant reduction of performances with respect to
the non-linear accurate physical modeling described in
Bittanti et al.4
Among other possible approaches, remote sensing is
keen to be helped by such an approach, useful for
instance in detecting the shapes of the ceilings of the
houses in urban environments and thus monitoring
and control natural and manufactured changes.
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